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Task 

 

Model each part of the crane assembly and animate the functionality of your construction 

When developing your design, remember that we are looking for a concept, so you are free to keep the 

design simple and focus on the animation of the movements. 

 

The customer has requested visualization of the three main operating functions on the crane: 

- Beam Elevation (cylinder in/out, which then lifts the beam up/down). The cylinder is operated by 

the manual hydraulic pump. 

- Beam Extension of the front beam (in/out or long/short). 

- Crane Swivel of the top part of the crane (rotation). 

-  

Use a hand-operated hydraulic pump cylinder from Hydraflex, Hydraflex - Pump & Cylinder 

Use standard steel materials according the Norwegian Standard from Norsk Stål - Catalogue 

 

 

Introduction 

 

I did some research about cranes and found all the components from the BOM.  

 

 

HÅNDBETJENT HYDRAULIKPUMPE OG 
CYLINDER KOMBINERET I EN ENHED 

VHL modeller 
Anvendes hvor der stilles krav om 

simpel betjening uden luft- og 
elforsyning 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1: Details about hydraulic pump 

Picture 2: Materials in use 

https://www.hydraflex.dk/cylindre/#pumpecylinder
http://pub.webbook.no/norskstaal/
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Product design 

 

ASSEMBLY – SKETCHES 

 

First impression: OK. That’s an easy task. At least to draw.  

Assembly, and ready for the parts. I built (draw) my crane from the ground. The base is standing 

on the ground, grounded in Inventor, everything is depending from this axis. Did not put a lot of 

effort into the design, (rounding parts, looking good) more for the assembly part.  

 

 

 

Part #4 are the hydraulic pump. Inside-outside is a separate part, because it must move.  With 

the size of the pump I could draw part #3.  

Here I had some try out. I draw with frame design. I could connect parts next to it, and it looked 

fine.  

Part #2 and #1 was the next.  

Every part got it constrains after drawing, to be sure that it works. 

I could turn the crane, lift the hydraulic and take in and out the beam.  

Then the handles, some small extras.  

I drew the wire drum in case I can do some extra task but did not went forward with it yet. 

Picture 4: Part #6 and #5 ready, 
assembled and ready for it constrains 

Picture 3: Crane 

http://files.noroff.no/lc/ted/courses/prd18/ma11/PRDm3-Figure1.jpg
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Now that the all the constrains are working I 

started to make the drawings on the NOROFF 

template. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAWING  

 

Part by part I got forward, when I came to #3. The frame design did not appear on the drawing. 

I checked right away the other two parts, and same. #2 and #1 was the same. I saw the base 

line, but no framework. My connected parts were hanging on nothing. 

I read the assignment again and again. Got out google, AutodeskHelp, and final decision lets 

draw it in a simple way. Draw the shape and extrude.  The assignment does not say I have to use 

frame design, is do says which profile I have to use.  

Back to the sketches. Delete constrains, draw again, update the drawings and smile! Yes, finish 

the drawings, annotations and back to the constrains. Set them up.  

  

Picture 5: Crane Side view 
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ANIMATION 

 

Exploded view 

New presentation and “pull a part” the crane.  

Here I did not had any light or scene setting, the focus was to all the parts being seeable after on 

the drawing as well. Found an angle where all the parts are seeable and from there: tweak 

components  (Crane1.ipn,    https://vimeo.com/388805328 )transferred after to the drawing 

and on the same page find place for the BOM.  

Pass: 12nolan34 

Functions 

Beam elevation (hydraulic up and down) 

Crane swivel (rotate) 

Beam extension (longer - shorter) 

Position representations.  Started in closed position and find it out, yes, I can move it, but I 

cannot control it. I need one other constrain. Angle constrain is it. I have checked all the other 

positions as well and got an extra constrain where it was needed. 

Saved all the positions: open, closed, short, long, turned.  

From here, the animation is simple. Inventor studio, and PosReps animation. Of course, it 

didn’t happen the first time.  For example, I had a position master and after turning 270 degree I 

thought it is good in master position again. Wrong! The crane was moving back-way! I had saved 

one more position as 360 degree turn that is exactly the same as master, just my crane goes 

forward.  

I had not made any extra task yet until this point.  (function animation- linked) 

Now my animation is under rendering, I have time to write.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6: Crane with low boom 

Picture 7: Crane with 
elevated boom 

https://vimeo.com/388805328
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FILES TO SUBMIT 

 

Documents:    MonikaNemes-prd-m3.PDF 

Media:  image:  Crane-extra02.png 
Project Files:  assembly:  Crane1.iam and  .ipt (pack and go) 

The Inventor Studio function animations included in the 

assembly file. 

presentation: Crane1.ipn 

drawing:  Crane1.dwfx  

Linked videos pass: 12nolan34 

https://vimeo.com/388805328 - exploded view 
https://vimeo.com/388805221 - function animation 

 
Remember that the task is to design a concept, not construction ready for manufacturing. 

Keep the design simple and focus on correct movement in the animations . 

EXTRA CHALLENGES 

 

A) Model the winch and wire mechanism at the top of the crane. Use standardized components.  

B1) Model the hook, shackle and chain. Use standardized components. 

B2) Animate the hook and chain on the beam and ensure it stays vertical during animations. 

Adding a pendulum animation can be very difficult but would elevate the overall impression. 

C1) Animate Handle 2 in sync with the hydraulic pump cylinder, so the cylinder lifts in accordance with 

operating the handle. 

C2) Animate Handle 3 to unlock the swivel angle before the rotation animation begins, and lock it when 

the rotation has stopped. 

 

If you attempt any extra challenge you must state so in your report and you must also deliver these 

animations as separate files in addition to the mandatory delivery 

 

 

Files to submit for extra challenges 

Project files: ProjectFiles/extra-challenge   -including  dwfx-and PackAndGo files 

Linked video: https://vimeo.com/388805365         pass: 12nolan34 

https://vimeo.com/388805365
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. 

Now I will challenge myself. Going from the parts, I already have, and may will have a chain/wire 

and a hook to play with as well. 

I rendered the animation out from the basic task, and I like it. But it was very simple, no life. I 

had some changes in the background and now the crane standing on a back of a pick-up. I have 

only a small problem, that is standing in an angle, that the top of the open crane doesn’t show. 

Picture from> https://www.weathertech.com/techliner-bed-tailgate-protection/ 

I may have to choose, background pic or seeable crane top.  I like my truck. It stays. 

 

C1 

I built the crane with this constrain for the handle, and in the animation i showed how it can 

work. Wrong. I had to delete the movement on the constrains on all the positions in order to 

use it in the constraint’s animation. I did not find it out how can I move the same constrain back 

and forward, so I did it manually. I mean I have every .6 sec manually set the handle from 0 - -

90degre. 

 

C2 

Same problem, but the solution went way much easier. Now I know what to look for, and what 

to delete, so I can drive it from the animation. And I found out how to make it easier this type of 

animation…. To copy and mirror. Learned something again.  

(Crane-extra-C1-C2-PickUp.avi) 

 

Now coming the parts I had not from the normal task. 

 

Picture 8: Crane handles and movements and indication of extra challenges 

https://www.weathertech.com/techliner-bed-tailgate-protection/
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A 

I drew the winch, without the wire, so that has a drawing from it delivered as well. 

The wire I draw normally, but I had some problem with the constrains and/or the animation. 

 

- Is stays in the middle and following the movement of the crane 

- It does not follow the length when the crane is in or out. 

I went through some try outs… 1 long wire and have 

a parameter for the length of it but couldn’t get the 

parameter to change with the set position. The 

animation was working as long, it was in the same 

position. 

 

Then I tried to have 2 separate wires (can be draw 

nicely, seamless on an animation…. Maybe) 

But like that I got the same problem. I thought that 

it is easier to deal with the problem one by one. 

Nope.  I know that the length of the wire X, then the 

open position it should be where I draw it, closed 

position is should be X-370 (length between the 2 

positioning holes) 

I give up this. I left the drawing with 2 separate wire 

parts, because I didn’t waste more time on this.  

Now they are “invisible” in the assembly. 

 

 

B1 – B2 

I modeled the hook, shackle and chain. Because this crane-extra.aim -file is based on the 

original, I have all in separate folder, but with the same names. I drew ONLY these components 

alone for this task. (chain-extra.dwfx,) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 10: Shackle, Hook and Chain 

Picture 9: Wire failure 
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Picture 12: Crane closed, normal, full reach 

 

I constrained the full chain together in its own assembly. So, they 

are moving together.  The shackle is grounded, so the connection-

pin can move after in the crane. It works       

I constrained the crane and only with the connection-pin, so I 

could move around 360. Now “just” had to find the right place to 

constrained to with the angle constrain. The very base, the ground, 

it is just working perfectly! Nothing to set, just please stay in 0 

degree all the time.  

I try my animation render now, and for some reason the handle for 

the hydraulic pump is not working. The constrain animation is 

there, it is right, but doesn’t work.  

My time for this assignment has run out and I cannot check it. I have a video file about it, that it 

was working, the animation timeline is there, but why is it doesn’t work now, that I couldn’t find 

out. 

  

 

Picture 11: Chain assembly 


